
                                                            TOMATO PRE SALE

                                   ORDER FORM
FAX: (406)-656-9039                             PHONE: (406)-656-5169

                                                       EMAIL: sylvan@sylvannursery-mt.com

NAME: _______________________________________EMAIL: _______________________

ADDRESS: ____________________________________PHONE #: _____________________        

Quantity

_______Early Girl (50 days, heavy producer of smooth, red 6-8 oz fruit, small slicing type)

________Big Boy (78 days, producer of smooth, red 16-32 oz fruit, large sandwich slicer)

________Super Fantastic (70 days, producer of smooth, red 10 oz fruit, medium slicing type)

________Roma (73-80 days, producer of egg-shaped, bright red 3 in long fruit, often used for pastes)

________4th of July (49 days, producer of smooth, red 2-4 oz fruit, acidic)

________Beefsteak (90 days, producer of meaty, red 14-24 oz fruit, slicer, mild flavor)

________Sweet 100 (68-70 days, prolific producer of red cherry tomatoes, sweet flavor)

________Grape (70 days, producer of oblong, thick-skinned red grape tomatoes, mild flavor)

________Juliet (60-70 days, prolific producer of 1-2 oz red, grape-sized fruit, sweet flavor)

________Celebrity (65 days, producer of 7-8 oz smooth, well-formed red fruit, multi-use tomato)

                 Heirloom

________Cherokee Purple (85 days, producer of 13 oz purple fruit with brick-red flesh, slicer)

________Delicious (77 days, producer of red 16-32 oz fruit, slicer)

________Brandywine Pink (80-100 days, producer of dark pink, 9-16 oz fruit, tangy flavor)

________Rainbow Blend (65 days, producer of orange, green, yellow, red and pink cherry tomatoes)



________Tiger Stripe (early, producer of striped large-sized cherry tomatoes)

________Abraham Lincoln (80 days, producer of smooth, dark red 8-12 oz fruit, sweet flavor)

________Marglobe (75-80 days, producer of smooth, red 6 oz fruit, sweet flavor)

________TOTAL QUANTITY X $16.00 PER TOMATO PLANT = $____________

DATE PAID: ___________  CASH   CHECK   VISA   MASTERCARD   DISCOVER   AMEX    

Due to the loss of one of our greenhouses, we are now growing our pre-ordered tomatoes at a 
different location. Tomatoes will not be readily available for pick-up at Sylvan Nursery unless pick 
up arrangements are made within 24 hours of desired pick up time. In that time, we will deliver 
your tomatoes to Sylvan Nursery to be picked up by you. If you are unable to make your previously 
established pick-up time, you must notify us as soon as possible. It is not possible for us to hold 
your tomatoes on site due to space limitations. 

Pick up arrangements must be made between May 15 and May 30, 2018.


